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5 Programming concepts
This chapter will run you through some of the more general concepts you need to know
about programming XProc. This ranges from the underlying XPath language to Value
Templates to common elements and attributes like <p:documentation> and use-when.

5.1 XPath in XProc

XML programming languages like XSLT and XQuery have their own syntax and semantics,
but use a common underlying language: XPath. XProc is no exception and did not re-
invented the wheel: On top of the XProc language itself it uses XPath V3.1 to work with the
XML and compute things.

XPath is what you use to specify elements and attributes in the XML like:

• /books/book

• /*/customers/customer[@id eq '1778090'][@status eq 'active']

• title[starts-with(., 'XProc')]

This book supposes that you have at least some background in programming using XPath
and does not explain it any further. For more information see the resources mentioned in
"XProc and underlying standards" on page .

Here is a simple example of XPath at work in XProc. Imagine a document flowing through
the pipeline and then encountering the following p:choose step. It tests the status
attribute on the root element:
 

<p:choose>
  <p:when test="/*/@status eq ‘final’">
    <!-- Do something with final documents… -->
  </p:when>
  <p:otherwise>
    <!-- Do something with non-final documents… -->
  </p:otherwise>
</p:choose>

Example 5-1 - An XPath expression inside a p:choose step

 

Another things that works just like in XSLT and XQuery is data typing. XProc supports all
the usual data types, so you can work not only with strings, numbers and booleans but also
with XML stuff like elements, attributes and even whole documents. The newer data types
maps and arrays are also supported.

Of course XProc knows variables. Here is an example that shows declaring and using them
(the as attributes are optional but I personally prefer to be explicit about types):
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<p:variable name="path" as="xs:string" select="'/some/location/on/disk'"/>
<p:variable name="filename" as="xs:string" 
        select="concat($path, '/', 'myxslt.xsl')"/>
…
<p:xslt>
  <p:with-input port="stylesheet" href="{$filename}"/>
</p:xslt>

Example 5-2 - Declaring and using variables in XProc

 

XProc has no direct way declaring custom XProc functions. However, you can import XSLT
and XQuery function libraries and use them inside your XProc code. More about this in
[TBD REF]

5.1.1 XProc Extension functions

XProc defines a number of extension functions that can be used in XPath expressions inside
a pipeline. Their functionality ranges from retrieving information about the XProc processor
(e.g. p:product-name(), p:product-version()), looping information (p:iteration-
position(), p:iteration-size()) and convenience functions working with maps (e.g.
p:make-map()).

A full list of these extension functions and their functionality can be found in chapter 10.

5.2 XPath expressions and steps

A very important thing to keep in the back of your head programming XProc is: Who is
going to interpret the XPath expression? Is it the surrounding pipeline or the step used in the
pipeline? If you're not careful with this it will cause you frustration and headaches… Its such
an important subject that it's explained again where you'll most likely to run into it: "Setting
options: p:with-option" on page .

So what's up? Some steps need XPath expressions passed in. An example is the p:add-
attribute step which adds an attribute to specified elements. It has an option called match
that contains the XPath expression that selects these elements. The value of this option must
be a string containing a valid XPath expression, so you have to take care not to have this
expression accidentally evaluated by the surrounding pipeline…

For instance, assume you have the following, very simple, HTML document flowing through
your pipeline:

<html>
  <head/>
  <body>
    <p>Some text</p>
  </body>
</html>

Now assume you have to set a class="body-special" attribute on the <body> element.
The following code will do the trick:
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<p:add-attribute>
  <p:with-option name="match" select="'/*/body'"/>
  <p:with-option name="attribute-name" select="'class'"/>
  <p:with-option name="attribute-value" select="'body-special'"/>
</p:add-attribute>

Example 5-3 - Setting class="body-special" on <body>

 

Notice that all the select attributes in the example contain string values (they're surrounded
by quotes, '…'), also the match option. This is because its value must be interpreted by the
p:add-attribute step, not by the surrounding pipeline.

But what would happen if you left out the quotes?

<p:with-option name="match" select="/*/body"/>

• The XProc processor encounters this <p:with-option>.

• It evaluates the XPath expression in the select attribute against the document flowing
through.

• This selects the <body> element, which, because the step expects a string for the match
option, will be "stringified" into: 'Some text'.

• The add-attribute step thinks the value of the match attribute is an XPath expression
and happily starts evaluating 'Some text' as an XPath expression against the document.

• Since 'Some text' is not a valid XPath expression, this will fail and result in an error.

Another way of passing option values to steps are attributes on the step invocation. Using
this, Example 5-3 can be written as:
 

<p:add-attribute
  match="/*/body"
  attribute-name="class"
  attribute-value="header-special"
/>

Example 5-4 - Setting class="body-special" on <body> using attributes to pass option values

 

As you can see there are no additional quotes in the attribute values. This is because attribute
values are treated as straight strings and not as expressions. The XProc processor will not
attempt to evaluate them.

However, to confuse things a bit: Attribute values can contain Attribute Value Templates
(AVTs, see "Attribute and Text Value Templates" on page 6). Expressions between
curly braces are evaluated by the XProc processor to construct an attribute's value. So you
could have written the match attribute in Example 5-4 as:

match="{'/*/body'}"

Now this is of course a totally useless and nonsensical example of using an AVT, so don't try
this at home. AVTs are useful in many ways but not in this example.
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5.3 Map usage in XProc

XProc uses maps a lot. For instance to pass parameters to XSLT and XQuery transformations
or to work with the document properties.
 

Maps in XPath
One of the more recent additions to the XPath programming language is the map
data type. A map is a collection of key/value pairs. The key must be an atomic data
type (like string, number, etc.). The value can be anything (another atomic data
type but also things like elements, attributes or documents). You can use the key to
quickly lookup the value. Here is an example of declaring a simple XProc variable
with a map:
 

<p:variable name="days" as="map(xs:string, xs:string)" select="
    map {
      'Su' : 'Sunday',
      'Mo' : 'Monday',
      'Tu' : 'Tuesday',
      'We' : 'Wednesday',
      'Th' : 'Thursday',
      'Fr' : 'Friday',
      'Sa' : 'Saturday'
    }
  "/>

Example 5-5 - Declaring a variable with a map data type

 

Given this declaration, you can look things up like $days('We') or even $days?
We. There are special functions for maps, like map:size($days) (which returns, of
course, 7).

 

One of the things XProc uses maps for is to pass parameters to XSLT and XQuery
transformations. Both the p:xslt and p:xquery step have an option called parameters
which is defined as follows:

<p:option name="parameters" as="map(*)"/>

Here is an example of how to use this:
 

<p:xslt>
  <p:with-input port="stylesheet" href="myxslt1.xsl"/>
  <p:with-option name="parameters" select="map{
        'firstparam'  : 'some string',
        'secondparam' : 2
      }
    "/>
</p:xslt>

Example 5-6 - Using a map to pass parameters to an XSLT stylesheet

 

The XSLT stylesheet can access the parameters passed the usual way:
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<xsl:stylesheet … >
  …
  <p:param name="firstparam" as="xs:string"/>
  <p:param name="secondparam" as="xs:integer"/>
  …  
</xsl:stylesheet>

Example 5-7 - Using the parameters from Example 5-6 in the XSLT stylesheet

 

Of course you can create parameter maps up-front (in variables), use variables to populate
the map, or any other programming trick in the book.

In the majority of cases this is all you need to know. Construct a map with string keys for the
parameter names and off you go.

The same is true when requesting a map from XProc, for instance the map with document
properties delivered by the extension function p:document-properties() (see
"Document properties related functions" on page ). When the document properties are
not in a namespace, they will be in the map as simple string keys.

But what if you, for whatever reason, do need to pass a parameter in a namespace? For
instance because your stylesheet (by malicious design?) contains:

<xsl:param name="myns:qname-param" xmlns:myns="whatever-namespace"/>

In these rare cases, use a key of type xs:Qname:

map{ QName('whatever-namespace', 'qname-param') : 'The value for the parameter…' }

The reason for preferring strings above what actually are "QNames in no-namespace" is of
course simplicity and legibility of code. When XProc didn't do this trick, you had to write
Example 5-6 as:
 

<p:xslt>
  <p:with-input port="stylesheet" href="myxslt1.xsl"/>
  <p:with-option name="parameters" select="map{
        QName((), 'firstparam')  : 'some string',
        QName((), 'secondparam') : 2
      }
    "/>
</p:xslt>

Example 5-8 - Using a map with QNames to pass parameters to an XSLT stylesheet

 

By the way, this is perfectly valid XProc and both Example 5-6 and Example 5-8 will yield
the same results. You can always use QNames to pass parameters. But I hope you agree with
me that Example 5-6 is far more easier to write.

The other way around: When the map returned by p:document-properties() would use
QNames as keys, requesting the content-type parameter would have to be written as:

<p:variable name="content-type" 
   select="p:document-properties()(QName((), 'content-type'))"/>

Now you can write:

<p:variable name="content-type" select="p:document-properties()('content-type')"/>
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Or:

<p:variable name="content-type" select="p:document-properties()?content-type"/>

See the [TBD REF COOKBOOK] example in the cookbook section for more (and easier)
ways to work with the document properties.

To summarize, the nitty-gritty details of XProc's map usage:

• XProc uses maps in situations where it has to map qualified names (QNames, names that
are optionally in a namespace) to values.

• All maps used by XProc are maps of type map(*): A map from any atomic data type
(strings, numbers, boolean, dates, etc.) to any data type (another atomic data type but also
elements, attributes, nodes, other maps, etc.)

• However, the only data types recognised as valid keys are xs:string and xs:QName.

• Keys of type xs:string must be a valid attribute or element name according to the XML
rules (without a namespace prefix, an xs:NCName).

So my-element and code123 are ok, -my-element and 123code are not.

• A valid key of type xs:string is treated as an xs:QName in no-namespace. So a key
'code123' can also be written as Qname((), 'code123')

• Any map entries with keys which do not pass these criteria are silently ignored. [TBD:
CHECK, DISCUSSION RUNS https://github.com/xproc/3.0-specification/issues/268]

5.4 Attribute and Text Value Templates

Attribute Value Templates (AVT-s) and Text Value Templates (TVT-s) are XPath
expressions between curly braces, {…}. In certain places (not everywhere!) such an
expression is evaluated and the Value Template is replaced by its result. For instance:
 

<p:variable name="path" as="xs:string" select="'/my/path/to/something'"/>
…
<p:load href="{$path}/myfile.xml"/>

Example 5-9 - Simple example of an AVT

 

Outside a Value Template you can prevent curly braces being interpreted as start or end
characters by doubling them: write {{ or }} to represent a single bracket. Inside a Value
Template you don't have to do anything special. Once a Value Template begins, it extends to
the first unmatched right curly bracket } that is not within a string literal or comment.

A value template must evaluate to a sequence of either atomic values (strings, numbers, etc.)
or nodes (elements, attributes, etc.). If it doesn't XProc wouldn't know how to interpret the
result. There is no way how, for instance, a map must be represented if it showed up as the
result of a Value Template.
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5.4.1 Attribute Value Templates

Attribute Value Templates (AVT-s) are evaluated in the following situations:

• When the XProc 3.0 standard explicitly defines an attribute allowing AVT-s. This book
marks these attributes with curly braces in their type description. For example: the pipe
and href attributes on the <p:with-input> element ("Connecting input ports: p:with-
input" on page ).

• When you set an option using an attribute instead of <p:with-option>. See "Setting
options: p:with-option" on page . For example:

<p:variable name="prefix" as="xs:string" select="'myapp-'"/>
…
<p:set-attribute>
  <p:with-option name="match" select="'/*'"/>
  <p:with-option name="attribute-name" select="concat($prefix, 'att1')"/>
  <p:with-option name="attribute-value" select="…some other computed value…"/>
</p:set-attribute>

Using attributes instead of <p:with-option> this could also be written as:

<p:variable name="prefix" as="xs:string" select="'myapp-'"/>
…
<p:set-attribute match="/*" 
                 attribute-name="{concat($prefix, 'att1')}"
                 attribute-value="{…some other computed value…}"/>

• Specific implementations (XProc processors) might use extension attributes (see
"Annotations" on page 10). Whether or not these attributes take AVT-s is
implementation defined.

5.4.2 Text Value Templates

Text Value Templates (TVT-s) work almost same as AVT-s but appear in content, not in
attributes. And there is only one place where you can use them: in literal pieces of content
within <p:inline> elements (or their shortcut version without the <p:inline>). More
about <p:inline> in "Specifying documents inline: p:inline" on page .

A TVT will expand just like an AVT but with one big difference: An AVT always evaluates
to a string, but a TVT doesn't! It evaluates into whatever type the XPath expression results
in.

For instance, assume the following document is flowing through the pipeline:

<document>
  <path>/my/path/to/something</path>
</document>

• An AVT will expand into a string:

<p:load href="{/*}myfile.xml"/>

The href attribute of  will become:

/my/path-to-/something/myfile.xml

• In contrast, the same expression as a TVT expands into the <document> element:
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<p:identity>
  <p:with-input port-"source">
      <root>{/*}</root>
  </p:with-input>
</p:identity>

This will become (on the p:identity step's result port):

<root>
  <document>
    <path>/my/path/to/something</path>
  </document>
</root>

 

WARNING:
If you're used to TVT-s in XSLT (introduced in version 3.0), please note that XProc
treats them differently: In XSLT a TVT always results in a string (like an AVT).
As explained above, in XProc a TVT results in whatever type the XProc expression
evaluates to.

This also means that the expansion of TVT-s must result in a well-formed document.
For instance, when you're TVT evaluates to one or more attributes, it must be placed
directly after an element.

 

Whether a TVT will evaluate or treated as "just some content with curly braces" depends on
the setting of the boolean expand-text attribute. This attribute can appear on:

• The step's root element <p:declare-step> ("Declaring a step: p:declare-step" on
page ). This sets the default value for all <p:inline>-s in the pipeline. If you don't
specify it explicitly its value is true, so TVT expansion will be on.

• Any <p:inline> element ("Specifying documents inline: p:inline" on page ). This
sets its value for this specific <p:inline>.

• You can even turn TVT expansion on/off inside contents by using the p:expand-
text attribute (notice the namespace prefix). This can appear on any element inside the
<p:inline> and will not appear in the resulting inline contents.

[TBD DISCUSSION STILL RUNS WHETHER expand-text IS ALLOWED BROADER
https://github.com/xproc/3.0-specification/issues/270]
 

WARNING:
When you use <p:inline> to represent JSON, make sure expand-text is set to
false (its true by default!).

Or of course, when you have masochistic tendencies, double every curly brace (of
which JSON happens to contain an awful lot…).

 

[TBD DISCUSSION FOR JSON AND MAPS STILL RUNS https://github.com/xproc/3.0-
specification/issues/284]
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5.5 Common attributes

This section explains a number of attributes that can appear (almost) everywhere. They will
not be mentioned again in the coming element descriptions.

5.5.1 The use-when attribute

The use-when attribute has two appearances:

• As a straight use-when attribute on any XProc element (any element in the XProc (p:)
namespace).

• As a p:use-when attribute (notice the namespace prefix) on any element not in the
XProc namespace.

Its value must be an XPath expression that can be evaluated completely static. This means
it cannot refer to documents, options, ports or anything else that is not available before the
pipeline actually starts running.

The expression is evaluated and when its boolean value is false this effectively removes the
element the use-when attribute is on (and all its children) from the code.

Because of the static nature of the expression, there's not much useful you can do with
it. Probably the only thing worth mentioning is requesting environment information with
p:system-property() ("Environment information related functions" on page ) and
acting on it.

5.5.2 The xml:base attribute

The xml:base attribute can appear anywhere. It sets the base URI against which relative
URI-s are resolved.

For example: If you have to refer to lot of documents in the /my/docs directory, set an
xml:base="file:///my/docs somewhere on an encompassing element. You can then
refer to the documents using a relative path.

5.5.3 The xml:id attribute

The xml:id attribute can appear anywhere and sets, unsurprisingly, the identifier of the
element. However, there's currently nothing XProc does with this information.

5.5.4 The p:timeout attribute

The p:timeout attribute is applicable to step invocations. Its value is a number of seconds,
stated as a positive integer. It is a request for the XProc processor to terminate pipeline
processing when this particular step takes more than the given number of seconds to execute.

However, it is implementation-defined whether a processor supports timeouts, and if it does,
how precisely and precisely how the execution time of a step is measured. So if you need
timeouts, check your processor's documentation.
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5.6 Documentation and annotations

XProc has special mechanisms for documenting and annotating your code (we'll explain the
differences in the sections to come). You can use these almost anywhere, so they will not be
mentioned again in the coming descriptions of the various XProc elements.

5.6.1 Documentation

As everyone knows, documenting your code is important. Not only for other people but
also for yourself, staring terribly confused at your own code three month later. Of course
you can use XML comments (<!-- … -->), but XProc has a specific element for this:
<p:documentation>. The advantage of the latter is that you can not only use text but also
markup if needed. This means that you can, for instance, place HTML inside and later on
extract this with a nifty documentation generator pipeline. But just using it for human-only
processable text is also fine.

<p:documentation> elements can be inserted (almost) anywhere in your XProc code.
They carry no special meaning for the processor and are completely ignored.

The only exception to this is when a <p:documentation> element is part of the contents
of a <p:inline> element (see "Specifying documents inline: p:inline" on page ). A
<p:inline> contains literal XML and therefore a <p:documentation> element within
will be interpreted as part of this.

Here is a simple example of using <p:documentation> elements:
 

<p:declare-step xmlns:p="http://www.w3.org/ns/xproc" …>
  
  <p:documentation>
    This step does the following …
    <b>Watch out:</b> In case of …
  </p:documentation>
 
  <p:input port="source" primary="true">
    <p:documentation>This input port expects a document that …</p:documentation>
  </p:input>
  …
  
</p:declare-step>

Example 5-10 - Documenting a pipeline with <p:documentation> elements

 

5.6.2 Annotations

Sometimes annotations are needed: ancillary information and instructions for the XProc
processor. XProc itself says nothing about this, it is implementation defined. A processor
might, for example, use annotations to identify some particular aspect of an implementation,
to request additional non-standard features, to describe parallelism constraints, etc.
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XProc offers two mechanisms for adding annotations to your code:
 

Extension attributes
Besides the standard attributes defined by XProc you can place additional extension
attributes on any XProc element in your pipeline. The only rule is that these attributes
must be in a different, non-null, namespace.

 

The <p:pipeinfo> element
You can place <p:pipeinfo> elements (almost) anywhere in your code. Its contents
can be anything.

Like the <p:documentation> element, the only place where a <p:pipeinfo> has
no special meaning is inside a <p:inline> element.

 

Whatever mechanism you use, processors that do not understand the annotations ignore
them. Only the processors they're meant for will act on them.

Here is a completely made up example of annotations for the fictitious XYZ XProc
processor:
 

<p:declare-step xmlns:p="http://www.w3.org/ns/xproc" 
  xmlns:pxyz="http://www.xprocxyz.org/ns/extensions" …>
  
  <p:input port="source" primary="true">
    <p:pipeinfo>parse=special</p:pipeinfo>
  </p:input>
  …
  
  <p:xslt pxyz:process="parallel">
    <p:input port="stylesheet">
      <p:document href="do-something.xsl"/>
    </p:input>
  </p:xslt>
</p:declare-step>

Example 5-11 - Annotations in an XProc step

 


